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ABSTRACT

What’s your favorite dessert?
Molten Chocolate Lava cake with Raspberries
Oh my God, that sounds grand!
Yes, let’s go get some!
I’ve been dying to try that new cafe.
Maybe it’s on their menu?
B: I’ll pull it up online and ﬁnd out.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) de
vices typically rely on a language model to help make pre
dictions or disambiguate user input. We investigate how to
improve predictions in two-sided conversational dialogues.
We collect and share a new corpus of crowdsourced everyday
dialogues. We show how language models based on recur
rent neural networks outperform N-gram models on these
dialogues. We demonstrate further gains are possible using
text obtained from an AAC user’s communication partner,
even when that text is partial or contains errors.

1.

Table 1: A dialogue created by Amazon workers.

2.

EXPERIMENTS

To generate data for our experiments, we had Amazon
Mechanical Turk workers think of a question they might ask
someone. These questions were shown to other workers who
decided if a question was plausible and, if so, to create a
response. We continued this process until six turns were
completed. Each turn extension took about two hours and
cost $20. We collected 1,419 six-turn dialogues. We used
60% as a training set, 20% as a development set, and 20%
as a test set. Overall workers invented plausible and creative
dialogues (Table 1). We have made the dialogues available1 .

INTRODUCTION

Communicating with an AAC device poses many chal
lenges such as generating text suﬃciently fast to take part
in conversations, controlling the delivery of pre-entered text,
conversation turn-taking, and expressing emotion [3]. Here
we focus on the problem of generating text quickly by in
vestigating ways to improve AAC device predictions during
real-time conversations.
Predictive AAC devices typically use a language model.
The language style and two-sided nature of everyday conver
sations is diﬀerent from many of the common data sources
used to train language models.We show how crowd workers
can easily generate everyday conversational dialogues and
how recurrent neural network language models (RNNLMs)
[4] improve modeling of these crowdsourced dialogues.
AAC devices typically use only the AAC user’s side of
a conversation. We show gains are possible by modeling
both sides of the dialogue. This might be possible by per
forming speech recognition on the person speaking with an
AAC user. Speech context was used in the Converser AAC
interface which recognized noun phrases from the speaking
person and incorporated them into utterance templates [7].
Here we use the entire speech recognition result as context
to a language model trained on dialogues. We show gains
are robust even to substantial simulated recognition errors.
Finally, we show how knowing even a single word of context
from a partner’s turn can improve predictions.

2.1

Predicting AAC user turns

First, we investigated predicting the AAC user turns in
the test set without using the partner dialogue turns. We
assumed the 2nd , 4th , and 6th turns were the AAC user. We
report per-world perplexity on these turns (8K total words).
Perplexity measures the possible options for the next token
given the current context, e.g. a random digit sequence 0-9
has a perplexity of 10. Lower perplexity is better.
We used all dialogue turns, treating each turn as an in
dependent training example (46K total words). We trained
interpolated modiﬁed Kneser-Ney 4-gram models with no
count cutoﬀs and a 35K vocabulary. We used Twitter as a
large training set as it is a close match to AAC-like data [6].
The dialogue data was word-for-word better than Twit
ter, lowering perplexity from 285 to 160 (Table 2). However,
using 50M words of Twitter data was much better, cutting
perplexity to 81. Instead of random Twitter data, we se
lected 50M words using cross-entropy diﬀerence selection [5]
with an in-domain model trained on 25% or 100% of the di
alogues. This lowered perplexity to 76 and 73 respectively.
This shows the value of having a large number of dialogues.
We trained RNNLMs on the cross-entropy selected Twit
ter data. An RNNLM with 250 sigmoid units had a per
plexity of 89 (Table 3). Using 250 gated recurrent units and
Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) lowered perplexity to
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Training data

Words

PPL

46K
46K
50M
50M
50M

285
160
81
76
73

Twitter, small amount of data
Crowd dialogues
Twitter, large amount of data
Twitter, select w/ 25% crowd dialogues
Twitter, select w/ 100% crowd dialogues

increased perplexity to 55. Thus it appears likely even with
recognition errors, partner turns can inform predictions.
Instead of using the entire speech recognition transcript of
a partner’s turn, we could instead use just selected words,
e.g. the non-stop words recognized with the highest con
ﬁdence. Alternatively, a partner could explicitly suggest
relevant words via a mobile app as in the AACrobat pro
totype [2]. We simulated this by using the word in the ﬁrst
turn with the lowest unigram probability. We trained an
RNNLM on 1M words of Twitter data containing this word.
As a baseline, we trained an RNNLM on 1M words of ran
dom Twitter data. The baseline RNNLM was interpolated
with the two-sided RNNLM with partner turns having a 0.2
error probability. This reduced perplexity from 55 to 54. If
instead we interpolated an RNNLM trained on data with
the rarest word from the ﬁrst turn, perplexity was 51.

Table 2: N-gram perplexity varying training data.
Model

PPL

Baseline Twitter RNNLM
+ gated recurrent units, NCE
+ maximum entropy
+ interpolate Twitter 4-gram LM
+ unigram cache
+ dialogue RNNLM

89
78
67
63
62
61

Table 3: RNNLM perplexities with added features.

3.

78. Training a maximum entropy model in the network low
ered perplexity to 67. Next we linearly interpolated the
RNNLM and the N-gram model with a weight optimized on
the development set. This resulted in a perplexity of 63,
better than either model alone. Since words often reoccur
in a dialogue, we added a unigram cache which reduced per
plexity to 62. Finally, adding an RNNLM trained on just
the crowdsourced dialogues lowered perplexity to 61.

Our experiments highlight some of the state-of-the-art
language modeling methods available for improving predic
tive AAC. They also show how crowdsourcing dialogues can
provide useful training data. We show how context obtained
from speech recognition might be incorporated to improve
AAC interface predictions. The speech-based improvements
appear to be robust to recognition errors. This suggests
speech context may be viable in real-world AAC interfaces.
We used only a small dialogue collection and a fraction
of available Twitter data. Further work is needed to scale
to larger amounts of data. We measured performance on
dialogue turns contributed by crowd workers. Our improve
ments need to be validated in oﬄine experiments with data
from AAC users or in text entry studies with AAC users.

2.2

Using partner turns

We tested using context from the partner turns to help
predict the AAC user turns. Due to our relatively small
crowdsourced corpus, we instead used dialogues from movies
[1]. We trained an RNNLM treating each dialogue as a train
ing example (3.8M words, 81K dialogues). For comparison,
we tested the model on just the AAC user turns without
partner turns (the test set used previously). Without part
ner turns, the RNNLM had a perplexity of 93. If instead the
model made predictions based on both sides of the dialogues,
perplexity dropped to 81. Thus, the RNNLM was able to
use partner turns to improve predictions. A 6-gram N-gram
language model was less capable and had a perplexity of 95.
The previous experiments assumed a perfect transcript
of partner turns. We simulated speech recognition errors
by injecting an error at a word in a partner’s turn with
some probability. 80% of errors were substitution errors,
10% insertion, and 10% deletion. Substitution and insertion
errors used a random in-vocabulary word. Even at error
probabilities up to 0.7, partner turns improved predictions
(Figure 1). We then interpolated the two-sided dialogue
model with the best model from the previous section. With
perfect partner transcripts, this lowered perplexity from 61
to 54. Using turns with a 0.2 error probability only slightly
100
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Figure 1: Perplexity with simulated rec. errors.
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